Roof IQ™ for Contractors

ROOF
INTELLIGENCE

Where Opportunity and Efficiency Emerge
Get to Damaged Roofs First—with Reports and Pricing in Hand
High-tech tools are making businesses faster, more efficient and more profitable
than ever before. When severe weather occurs, time is of the essence, and knowing
exactly when and where storms hit is critical if you want to be the first on the scene.
Roof IQ™ from CoreLogic® provides valuable insights for contractors and suppliers at
every stage of the roofing process. The ability to efficiently deploy resources and get
to damaged homes faster, with real time information in hand, will give you the
competitive advantage you have been looking for.

Key Benefits:
►►

Purchase swaths/maps of
areas impacted by Hail and
Wind events

►►

Purchase qualified leads
for homes impacted by
weather events

►►

Integrated to allow purchase
of aerial roof measurement
reports from SkyMeasure
by CoreLogic

Roof IQ Gives You an Edge in a Single Software Workflow:
►►

Delivers hail and wind storm alerts to your inbox within hours of impact to increase
catastrophe response

►►

Provides interactive maps to define the scope and extent of damaging weather events
so you can precisely target impact areas

►►

Accesses qualified sales leads with address specific property and ownership data
of properties impacted by damaging weather

►►

Supplies tools such as SkyMeasure™ aerial roof measurement reports to help you
produce the accurate estimates needed to build work orders

►►

Tracks every process from storm awareness to delivery and installation to ensure
contractor, supplier and customer satisfaction

BEFORE: CANVASSING

Key Features:
►►

Hail/Wind Alerts within
hours of storms

►►

Interactive maps define
scope and extent of
damaging weather events

►►

Qualified sales leads
with property specific
information

►►

Integrated aerial roof
measurement reports
with one click

►►

All in one place

AFTER: PINPOINT LOCATION

Call us today to learn more about how Roof IQ can make your company faster,
more efficient and more profitable.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 855-802-3010.
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